North Ottawa Hospital Gift Shop

AN AFFILIATE OF NORTH OTTAWA COMMUNITY HEALTH SYSTEM

Place your order by calling: 616.847.5217

flower arrangements

1. **Yellow & white daisy bowl** - $14.5
2. **Mixed cube design** - $14.5
3. **Mixed Bubble Bowl** - $16
4. **Gerbera Bud Vase** - $6.5
5. **2 Rose Bud Vase** - $8
6. **3 Carnation Bud Vase** - $10.5

---

1. **Yellow & white daisy bowl** - $20
2. **Mixed cube design** - $20
3. **Mixed bubble bowl** - $22
4. **Mixed cube design** - $20
5. **Two roses in bud vase** - $9

---

Gerbera Bud Vase - $9
Two roses in bud vase - $9